New North American trade deal to come into effect in July
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The new deal is set to replace the North American Free Trade Agreement, which US President Donald Trump claimed was unfair. It will come into force on July 1.

The United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA) will come into effect on July 1, replacing the 26-year-old North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), the US Trade office said in a statement.

US President Donald Trump had criticized NAFTA for being unfair towards US business, an assessment in which he was backed by multiple labor unions and economic populists. Even though overall economic output was receiving a boost with new employment opportunities, many believed that some well-paying jobs in the US were being lost.

The new deal has stricter labor laws that could move jobs from Mexico to the US or Canada. It also brings about changes to auto manufacturing, e-commerce, protection of intellectual property and more.

The USMCA was signed in November 2018, after Trump threatened to scrap NAFTA without a new deal in place. After some amendments, Mexico ratified the deal in December 2019, following which Trump signed it into law. The Canadian parliament was the last to adopt it in March this year.

USMCA trade deal

- The United States, Canada and Mexico have reached an agreement to replace the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA).
- The original 1994 NAFTA deal has also been renamed as the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement or USMCA.
- The goal of NAFTA was to encourage economic activity by eliminating barriers to trade and investment between the U.S., Canada and Mexico.
- USMCA will give workers, farmers, ranchers and businesses a high-standard trade agreement that will result in freer markets, fairer trade and robust economic growth in the region.
- It will strengthen the middle class, and create good, well-paying jobs and new opportunities for the nearly half billion people of North America.

What’s new in the deal, and how big of an impact will it have?

USMCA headlining items from the new agreement:

1. Country of origin rules

Under the new deal, cars or trucks must have 75 percent of their components manufactured in Mexico, the US, or Canada to qualify for zero tariffs.
The goal is to boost auto parts manufacturing in North America by forcing car companies to use parts made here versus cheaper parts from Asia.

2. Labour provisions

The most striking difference from NAFTA involves protections for workers in all three countries.

The new agreement calls for **40 to 45 percent of automobile content** to be made by workers who earn **at least $16 an hour by 2023**. This provision specifically targets Mexico and is meant to bring wages there up to US and Canadian standards.

In addition, Mexico has agreed to pass laws giving workers the right to real union representation, to extend labor protections to migrants workers (who are often from Central America), and to protect women from discrimination.

These are much-needed reforms, and they address a lot of concerns that US labor unions have long had about NAFTA.

3. US farmers get more access to the Canadian dairy market

Canada uses what’s called a **supply management system for dairy** (and eggs and poultry), which closely regulates how much of each product can be produced and places strict tariffs and quotas on those items when they’re shipped into the country.

The US got Canada to **open up its dairy market**.

4. Intellectual property protections and digital trade provisions

This is a win for the **United States**. The new agreement extends the terms of **copyright from 50 years beyond the life of the author to 70 years beyond the life of the author**.

The USMCA aims to fix that by adding new provisions to deal with the digital economy — that is things like e-commerce and data.

These new digital provisions include things like no duties on products purchased electronically, such as music or e-books, and protections for internet companies so they’re not liable for content their users produce.

5. Canada preserves the special trade dispute mechanism and Investors can’t sue governments

In the original NAFTA, a provision known as **Chapter 11** gave investors the ability to sue governments over **changes to policies that they claim would harm future profits**.

It’s been eliminated for the US and Canada and has been restricted in Mexico except for a few sectors, including energy.

Trump gets a win on his trade strategy — but what does it all mean?
Some changes are substantial, such as the provisions about automobiles, but the core of NAFTA remains intact.

They have fixed some of the problems with NAFTA, they have brought it up to date, they have expanded the scope of the agreement, but they have in no way fixed what seemed to be the fundamental problems of NAFTA by President Trump.

Because, USMCA has introduced digital trade protections and other updates, but it perhaps didn’t go far enough.

Many of the more forward-looking agreements, such as digital trade protections, were borrowed from the TPP. But, the question is how long this strategy can last, and whether it will work on harder trade deals, for instance with Japan and the European Union.

USMCA impact on India:

The biggest impact, according to the US trade officials, is going to be in the auto section that stipulates conditions such as manufacturing of greater portion of vehicles in the three countries and with high-wage labour in the US and Canada.

Announcing the USMCA, Mr Trump signalled he would now extend his ‘all or nothing’ approach to resetting trade ties with the European Union, China, Japan and India.

Terming India “the tariff king”, he said it had sought to start negotiations immediately.

India’s trade negotiators will now have their task cut out if they want to protect exporters’ access to one of the country’s largest markets for its services and merchandise.